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Abstract:
With the remarkable development of digital medical images and high-speed transmission networks and
computer technologies in current year, authenticity and security of the medical images have been big
issues for E-health application. In order to this many different remarkable watermarking strategies and
concepts have been introduced by researchers. In this paper we concentrate on the possibilities for
assurance of medical images using the principle of digital watermarking. There are many methods it
looks from their basic perspective. One of them perspective is security to ensure authenticity and
copyrights. Other we discuss watermarking methods classification which are based on different
parameters such as: insertion domain (spatial and frequency domains)..
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1. Introduction
Due to exceptional improvement of the computer technologies and transmission networks, the presentday medical systems are based on sharing of the medical data across the different parts of the world among
distinctive doctors or health professionals for different purposes via unsecured transmission networks like
Internet. So, it is necessary to provide security to assure medical information during the transmission,
because of any modification of the medical information will affect in the specialist diagnostics [27]. It is
very important to secure physical access & electronic access to whole part of system, starting with capturing
modalities, data storage, communication media, server, and ending with doctor’s diagnostic workstations.
This is possible to be made with standard & proven methods, which are used in communications, it is
important to secure data of medical images itself. Currently, data hiding techniques provide remarkable
grandness for data assurance of medical images [1].
The digital watermarking is data embedded into the host object like audio, video, image, or other
computerized information, without any changing its visual quality. With help of watermarking strategies
medical images are secured beside the electronic patient information (EPI) [2] [3]. The watermarking of
medical images has been broadly identified as an important strategy for improving information security,
authenticity, picture devotion and content confirmation in present E-health framework where digital medical
images are kept, recovered and transmitted over communication network. Medical image watermarking
saves the quality of images which are essential for medical diagnosis and treatment [29]. In order to study
of medical images, it is necessary to build advanced data storing & archiving called picture archiving &
communication system (PACS). PACS may be a medical imaging innovation which give temperate capacity
& helpful get to pictures from numerous modalities which is described in [1] [2]. Data of medical images
are generated by several modalities like CT scan, MRI, X-rays, and ultrasound. As standard for transmission,
storing medical images & data used international standard protocol called DICOM. DICOM (Digital
Imaging & Communications in Medicine) may be standard protocol for administration & forwarding of
medical images & related information over public network and is utilized in numerous healthcare offices.
DICOM images contain information and metadata in header such as patient name, patient ID, Date of Birth,
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and test details such as doctor’s name, date & time of image capture and device type on image which was
taken.
2. Digital Watermarking
Digital watermarking is used for authentication, copyright protection, medical images, and other
applications. The concepts of watermarking are related with two areas: Steganography, & Cryptography.
Cryptography could be a technique to send encrypted information over public network that as it were
authorized individual can be decoded [4] [5]. When the message is decoded it is not ensured any longer and
typically the basic difference between Cryptography. Steganography is the technique of hiding secret data
inside an ordinary, non-secret object (Image, audio, video) in order to avoid detection, whereas the aim of
watermarking is to insert a data in such a way that it can’t be removed [6]. The technique describes the
embedding of digital watermark (such as logo, hallmark) in a cover for identifying any ownership dispute
that can arise.
Table-1: Comparison among cryptography, steganography and digital watermarking
Cryptography
Steganography
Digital Watermarking
Definition

Cryptography is a technique
to send encrypted information
over public network that only
authorized person can be
decoded.

Steganography
is
a
technique of hiding secret
data within an ordinary
non-secret object (image,
audio, video)

The digital watermarking is
data embedded into the
host object such as image,
audio, video or other digital
data, without any changing
its visual quality.
Usage
Encoded data is to be transfer Insert a secret message Digital watermarking is
for integrity purpose.
inside the cover for a used to authenticate the
communication between ownership of the entity.
two parties.
Provide security
Confidentiality,
Electronic Copyright
protection, Copyright
protection,
money, secures network access control, secret digital forensic, smart
communication
healthcare,
remote
related application communication.
education
According to human perception, watermark is two types: Visible watermark & Invisible watermark. Visible
watermark is one which likes text or logos that clearly distinguish the ownership of picture or video.
However, visible watermark offers poor imperceptibility & allow recognizing through human sensory
system. Invisible watermarks which cannot be seen by sensorial organs of human, but it is possible to be
detected by algorithm, if method of insertion is known. Now, there are three sub categories of invisible
watermarks: fragile, semi-fragile and robust. The fragile watermark may be deformed by little changes as
it were. It is more applicable for integrity and ownership authenticity. The semi fragile method makes the
hidden information secure against various attacks. Robust watermarking methods are generally protecting
against various benchmark attacks & suitable for copyright protection.
According to detection-based watermarking the embedded information may be identified with the following
methods: Blind, semi – blind and non-blind. The blind strategy does not need of the original signal to identify
a watermark. The semi – blind strategy detects a watermark by using some information. The non-blind
strategy needs the original signal to identify a watermark. Among all these three watermarking strategies, a
non-blind watermarking strategy is the most robust against to attacks [6].
Table-2: Comparison among blind, semi-blind & non-blind methods.
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Non-blind

There is no required Semi-blind
required Non-blind required both
original information to some information to draw original information and
draw out the watermark out the watermark.
secrete key to draw out
the watermark.
Healthcare,
copyright Image
authentication, Copyright
security
security,
remote copyright, wireless & ad convert communication.
education,
E-voting, hoc network
authentication

Application

Now, the domain-based watermarking techniques are further classified into two sub categories called spatial
domain & transform domain. In spatial watermarking strategy, the pixel, or sequence of bits (0 & 1) of the
cover image are modified specifically in arrange to insert the watermark [13]. LSB, spread spectrum, and
correlation techniques are existed in this domain. The transform domain is also called frequency domain is
partitioned into sub categories like Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) & Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Table-3: A comparison table of spatial domain & transform domain [14].
Complexity
Capacity

Spatial Domain
Low
High

Transform Domain
High
Low

Robustness

Low

High

Processing Time
Imperceptibility

Less
Low

More
High

2.1 Medical image watermarking
Due to exceptional development of the computer innovations, the modern healthcare systems are based on
sharing the digital medical data over transmission network such as Internet can be accessed from any region
of the world by doctor’s or specialists to recognize disease & remote diagnosis. This has resulted in increased
attacks such as deleting, copying, modification on digital data or unauthorized use of medical data. Any
alteration of medical image context will influence in the specialist diagnostics. Therefore, it is essential to
provide the assurance during the transmission. So that, the medical images ought to be kept unbroken in any
circumstance & some time recently any operation they must be checked for:
• Integrity verification the main goal of integrity verification is to determine whether any
modifications such as rotation, scaling, translation or compression has been done on the medical
image or not. Semi-fragile or fragile watermarking techniques ought to be connected, which isn’t
robust against content alteration.
• Authentication is a valuable implementation in medical area for guaranteeing a realness of patient
data at the time of the transmission of digital medical image.
•

Data hiding Data hiding is utilized to stow away an expansive sum of information subtly into the
medical image such as electronic patient report (EPR).
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Basically, there are two sections of a medical image called Region of interest (ROI) & Region of non-interest
(RONI). Patient information is inserted into the ROI region with help of Difference Expansion watermarking
method. Tamper detection information and pixels area outline are encoded into the RONI portion with help
of DWT based robust strategy. The shortcoming of this method is required for manual recognizable proof
of ROI, to extend the payload capacity. The ROI section compromises the instructive area of the picture
which is used for diagnosis and need to protect beyond any distortion. Utilizing the ROI portion for stowing
away the watermark may distort the pixel intensity, which may lead to error and thus misdiagnosis. Any
little modification in medical image can cause a big issue for right treatment. Utilizing RONI as it were
watermarking, watermarks are put away as it were in parts that don’t contain data imperative to pathologist.
Determination of RONI may be manual or automatic. The dependability of automatic observation of
imperative portion depends upon selected strategy. In hone, distinctive strategies of automatic RONI portion
are generally utilized [30] [31] [32]. There’s significant similitude to already known watermarking strategies
applied to the RONI portion, but from another point of view, there’s need of assurance within a portion of
the restorative picture which is outstanding.

3. Domains of watermarking insertion
Many watermarking techniques for medical images have been described by using spatial domain &
transform domain approaches. This section describes both transform domain & spatial domain based on
watermarking insertion approach.
3.1
Spatial domain-based watermarking approach:
In this approach, the binary bit stream (0,1) or pixels of the cover image is modified directly to insert the
digital watermark. The subcategories of spatial domain are spread spectrum, LSB and correlation-based
technique [7]. In least significant bit, the digital watermark is hidden by exchanging the least significant bit
of the binary representation (0 & 1) of the cover image pixels [8]. It is high embedding capacity and very
simple technique. The spread spectrum technique helps in distribution of the information in frequency bins
with very less energy and so, it is not predictable [9]. Now, brief description of spatial watermarking
technique for medical field:
Author [10] introduced watermarking approach to get better transfer and more robustness and storage of the
medical images’ interleaves with data of patient. The signal graph & text data are considered as a watermark.
Author [11] proposed a scheme for ultrasound images based on LZW for minimising watermark capacity
without any loss of data and insert the watermark in ROI region.

Ref
No.

[12
]

[13
]

Table-4: Spatial domain techniques
Size of
Size of
Techniques
Important
Water
Cover
used
Features
mark
Image
Image
Improve
the
LSB
(Least reliability and
significant Bit) robustness by
and encryption using BCC on 128
x
algorithm
encrypted
128
watermark
Least significant Reduce
noise
Bit
and during
128
cryptography
transmission
128

x

Limitations
/Suggestions

Imag
e
Used

MRI,
Noise effect
ECG,
may
be
reduced
by
Xusing ECCs.
Ray
ECG,
Convolutional
MRI
Codes may be
used.
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with help
ECC.

[14
]

LSB
(Least
significant Bit)
and SVD

[16
]

LSB
(Least
significant Bit)
and arithmetic
compression

[17
]

of

Reversibility is
LSB
(Least
achieved
significant Bit),
through
magic rectangle
interpolation.
512
and bi linear
512
transformation.

[15
]

LSB
(Least
significant Bit)
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Self-recovery
bits
and
authentication.
For this, Arnold
transform
is
used neighbour
blocks.
Security
and
payload
capacity may be
increased using
SHA-256
on
ROI.
SHA-1 is used
on signature and
merged
with
watermark and
encoded
with
help of turbo
code technique.

resizes
the
cover image
to which is
x 128 x required more
memory
to
128
store.

512
512

x

768
562
And
330
330

x

technique
robust against
operations
image scaling,
resize,
rotation etc.

10,000
charac
x ters

1700
bits.

Runtime
complexity
more.

CT
scan,
MRI.

For Gaussian
noise,
the
watermark
cannot
be
taken
out
properly.

IRM
and
Echo
graphi
c
image
s

3.2 Transform Domain-Based Watermarking.
In the transform domain, inserting of watermark provides high robustness as compare to spatial domain. As
compare with spatial domain, transform domain is stronger against attack. The transform domain
watermarking is classified into following categories. Some of these are:
• DCT (Discrete cosine transform)
• DWT (Discrete wavelet transform)
• DFT based watermarking
Table 5: DCT based watermarking techniques
Ref
No.

Techniques
used

Important
Features

[18]

Watermark
is
RSA
with
compressed with
128 bits key,
help
of
RSA
stream
algorithm
with
cipher.
secret key.

Size of Size
of
Limitations
Cover Waterma
Image Used
/Suggestions
Image rk Image
Other
Encryption
algorithms may X-Ray
of
be applied to chest.
improve
the
performance.
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[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

SVD
DWT

For
superior
security,
and
watermark is pre- 512×
prepared with help
of DCT and SVD. 512

Use encryption to
increase
robustness.
Minimize
distortion
Using BPNN
Insert Scrambled
watermark
by
utilizing Arnold
SVD, DWT,
transform.
To
BPNN
evacuate
noise
impact
applied
BPNN.
Enhanced secrecy
and
reduced
MD5, LT, channel
noise
BCH codes
mutilation using
MD5 & BCH
codes.
SVD, DWT,
BPNN, BCH
coding and
encryption

512×
512

256×256

128×128
And
100
characters

256×256
512×51 And
2
190
characters

64×64
And
512×51
80
2
characters
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Retina,
After attacks
Fingerprint,
Watermark
Teeth,
gets damaged,
Ultrasound,
AI
concepts
may be used.

Runtime
complexity
more.

is

Kidney,
Lena

Runtime
complexity is
more.
Performance
may
be
increased.

CT-scan,
Brain,
Mammogra
phy,
Ultrasound,
MRI.l

Performance
may
be
enhanced for
other
multimedia
applications

Patient,
Earth,
magazine,
Peppers.

Table6: DWT watermarking techniques
Re
f
No
.

Techniq
ues used

[23
]

Arnold
transfor
m,
BPNN
BCH
codes,
HVS

[24
]

[25
]

Important
Features

Size
of
Cover
Imag
e

High robustness
and authentication 256
×
256
To increase
robustness
512
×
512
Spread
Insert encrypted
spectrum watermark
512
,
×
encryptio
512
n
algorith
m

Size of Limitations
Water
mark
/Suggestions
Image

25×25

Runtime
complexity is
very high.

128x364, Strategy may be
& a456 integrated
bits
with JPEG2000
compression;
15 fixed Security and correlation
character may be increased by
s & EPR. utilizing other valuable
groupings.

Image Used

Lena

CT, MRI

CT Scan,
MRI,
Ultrasound
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[26
]

[28
]

Spread
spectrum
,
BCH
coding.

Using
PN
sequences, Insert 512
watermark with ×
help of spread 512
spectrum
approach.
ROI, HS Watermark
compress shrinks with help
ion,
of
EZW,
EZW
embedded around
Region of interest.

8
character
s

64×64
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Security and correlation CT Scan,
may be increased by MRI,
utilizing other valuable Ultrasound
groupings.

We can be used other MRI,
progressive
coding Ultrasound
algorithm
for
compression
of
watermark.

Table 7: Comparison table of LSB, DCT, DWT and DFT [34]
DFT based watermarking
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) offers more robustness against geometric attacks such as
translation, cropping, rotation, etc. It is decomposed an image into two forms: sine and cosine. In DFT,
there are two ways to embed the watermark: direct embedding and the template-based embedding. In the
direct embedding approach, we are modifying DFT magnitude and phase coefficients and then the
watermark are embedded. The template based embedding approach introduces the concept of templates. In
DFT domain, during embedding process, we embedded the template, which is used to find the transformation
factor. When the image is transformed, firstly this template is searched, and it is then used to resynchronize
the image. After this, detector is used to extract the embedded spread spectrum watermark [33].
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Techniques Merits
Least
1. It is easy to understand
Significant
2. It is simple to actualize.
Bit (LSB)
3. Its perceptual transparency is high.

Discrete
Cosine
Transform
(DCT)

Discrete
Wavelet
Transform
(DWT)

1. The image can be transformed by DCT into
three sub categories: Low, Middle & High
frequency coefficients.
2. DCT is more useful for watermarking
technique, because of excellent energy
compaction property.
3. Basically, a very good selection for
embedding of watermarking is middle
frequency coefficients of DCT [3], because,
the middle frequency coefficients, the
detectable quality of picture has not get
affected and in case there is attack on
watermarked data, the watermark isn’t
detachable.
1. DWT slits a picture into four different
frequencies level called HH, LL, LH, and
HL.Where, LL holds low frequency & HH
holds high frequency information. HL &
LH sub-bands are intermediate frequency
information.
2. DWT provides greater compression
proportion.

Volume 7, Issue 4, 2020

Demerits
• It is less robust.
• It is delicate to
noise.
• It is delicate to
cropping,
translating
and
scaling.
• Some
greater
frequency
components show
suppress
throughout
the
quantization
process.

• Its complexity is
high.
• Its
compressing
time is more.
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3. DWT based watermarking is more useful
for medical images & other applications.

Discrete
1. Since DFT is scaling, rotation & translation • Its
usage
is
Fourier
invariant. Therefore, DFT is utilized to
complex.
Transform
recoup geometric deformations.
• Its complexity is
(DFT)
high.
4. The performance of watermarking image
Watermark medical image perceptibility is calculated by utilizing a number of important quality metrics
[36] such as PSNR, MSE, NC & SSIM.
Peak -Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
It is the most commonly used to evaluate the ratio of noise between actual image & watermarked
image. With greater value of PSNR is very less dissimilarity between actual image & watermarked image.
The perfect PSNR value always great than 30 db.
PSNR = 10 log10

(𝑴𝑨𝑿)𝟐
𝑴𝑺𝑬

Here, MAX means a maximum pixel value of actual image. (MAX=255)
The Mean Square Error (MSE):
MSE =

1
MXN

𝑀−1 𝑁−1
∑
∑
[ I(i, j) –
𝑖=0 𝑗=0

2
w (i,j)]

Here,
(i, j): represents an actual image
w(

i, j ): represents watermarked image and M & N represent dimensions of image.

Normalized Correlation (NC)
Normalized correlation is measured the likeness between actual image and extricated watermark. NC value
exists between 0 to 1, an ideal NC value = 1, but acceptable value more than 0.7
NC=
Where,
w (i,

M−1 N−1
∑
∑
(I(i,j) – Iw (i,j) )
i=0 j=0
N−1
∑M−1
j=0 ∑j=0 [I(i,j) ]2

(i, j): represents actual image

j): represents watermarked image and M & N represent dimensions of image.

Structural Similarity Matric Index (SSIM)
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It is utilized to evaluate the likeness between the actual image and watermark image. SSIM value lies
between -1 to +1, if SSIM=1, then, both actual image and watermark image are exactly similar.
SSIM (𝓍, 𝑦) =

( 2𝜇𝑥 𝜇𝑦 + 𝑐1 ) (2𝜎𝓍𝑦 +𝑐2 )
2 + 𝑐 ) (𝜎 2 + 𝜎 2 +𝑐 )
(𝜇𝓍2 + 𝜇𝑦
1
2
𝓍
𝑦

Where μx : the average of actual image and μy: the average of watermarked image.
σ2x : the variance of original cover and σ2y : the variance of watermarked image with covariance σxy. Where,
c1and c2 are free parameters.
Table 4 shows the performances comparison of different watermarking scheme based on performance
majors’ parameters like PSNR, NC and SSIM. Figure1 and figure2 depict the that the highest PSNR achieved
in scheme [9] and better SSIM achieved in [19] and [13] and the scheme [20] [16] [9] [13] achieved the
good NC.
Table8: PSNR, NC and SSIM comparison of different watermarking schemes
PSNR

NC

SSIM

Ref. [17]

44.51

Ref. [24]

46.66

Ref. [20]

34.88

Ref. [19]

33.3870

Ref. [16]

41.3784

1

0.9879

Ref. [9]

74.6099

1

0.7457

Ref. [13]

67.5717

1

1

Ref. [12]

60.783

.9944
0.9920
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Figure1: PSNR comparison of different watermarking schemes

Figure2: NC and SSIM comparison of different watermarking schemes
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5. Conclusion
The fast growth of modern e-health care system and requires to distribution of the digital medical
information over unsecure communication network among hospitals & doctors. All the challenges make an
assurance of information of patient on priority of need of e-health framework. Due to great potential of
medical image watermarking technique, it provides a better solution for different issues of e-health
framework. This paper is presenting different types of watermarking techniques, type of attacks and
problems with medical image watermarking. At last, we summarized the suitable watermarking techniques
is necessary for secure communication of medical information over communication network.
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